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Africa will be the first continent to develop unmanned air cargo at an industrial scale.
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The second largest continent - the poorest and fastest growing - by 2050, one in four on the planet will be African.

There is no infrastructure of continental roads and railways - it will never catch up in time with growth. Transport of urgent medical supplies takes too long by inadequate roads.

The new technology of cheap cargo drones can leapfrog shortfalls. A highway in the sky.

The Droneport - a new civic building.
- Social hub
- Compact airport
- Civic market

Delivery of life-saving pills and diagnostics can be up to seven times faster and several times cheaper using cargo drones flown by land river.

The Droneport - a civic structure.
- A civic structure of the future
- On the landscape
- A social hub
- Civic
-rette office
- Market

The Droneport
- A timeless form
- Built over temporary prefab homes
- Local earth & new additives = high strength elements. Assembled by the local community.

The human factor (population) brings together engineers and students from ETH Zurich, Cambridge UK, MIT, Universidad of Madrid. To explore the possibility of erecting a test module at the 2016 Venice Biennale. Funding permitting.